
How well do you know your 
customs profile?
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Brexit

At last, we are finally approaching the 
end of the first stage of the preliminary 
phase of the opening chapter of part 
one of Brexit... 
- F. Boyle
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International trade –
A global perspective
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Global trade environment 

?
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2016 – 2019 Key events

America first
Made in 

China 2025

Trade Wars 
are good and 
easy to win

Brexit

Do or Die

2016

May

1 May

Union Customs 
Code enters 

into force

Jun

23 June

EU referendum: 
UK vote to leave 

the EU

Nov

8 November

Donald Trump 
became the US 
President-elect

2018

Mar

March

US announces 
25% tariff on 

steel, 10 % on 
aluminium

Jul

6 July

List 1: US 
applies 25% 
tariffs on 818 

products 

Aug

23 August

List 2: US 
imposes tariffs on 

another 279 
products

Sep

24 September

List 3: US imposes 
10% tariffs on 
5,745 products 

(raised to 25% in 
May 2019) 

2019

Mar

29 March

Original end 
of Article 
50 period

Apr

10 April

End of first 
extension 

period

Jul

23 July

Boris Johnson 
appointed 
new PM

Sep

September

WTO verdict 
on airplane 
subsidies 

Oct

31 October

Brexit deadline



Are you ready for Brexit?
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Customs duties – Key elements
In all cases, customs duties and their timing of payment are determined on the basis of these factors:

Special
procedures

Where was
it made?

Origin

What is
the good?

Classification

What is
its value?

Valuation

Classification determines 
duty rate

Duty rate may be reduced 
depending on country 
of origin

Value x duty rate = customs 
duty payable
The timing of payment of the 
customs duty payable will 
depend on the special
procedures used 
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What does a ‘no deal’ really mean for businesses?
Post Brexit UK

UK
DC

Import 
declaration

Customs duty

Japan

Export 
declaration

European Union

Spain France Germany

US Technical know-how

Export: Paperwork and incoterms. What is the starting point and why is it important?
Import: Key considerations for clearing customs:
— Commodity codes: Are your goods ‘controlled’ and what is the likely duty rate?
— Origin: Will your goods continue to meet preferential rules of origin?
— Value: Will the customs value of your goods be impacted post-Brexit?
Logistics: Will your supply chain face delays?
Indirect impacts: How could you be impacted by third party suppliers?



Customs valuation and 
transfer pricing 
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Methods of customs valuation
hycr

raei
H

1. Transaction value

The price actually paid or payable for the goods when sold for export to the country of importation (+/- adjustments)

2. Transaction value of identical goods

Transaction value of identical goods sold for export to the EU and exported at or about the same time as the goods 
being valued

3. Transaction value of similar goods

Transaction value of similar goods sold for export to the EU and exported at or about the same time as the goods 
being valued

4. Deductive value

Value based on the unit price at which the imported goods, or identical of similar imported goods, are sold within the EU 
in the greatest aggregate quantity to persons not related to the sellers

5. Computed value

The computed value consisting of (i) the sum of the cost of materials and fabrication (ii) amount for profit and general 
expenses and (iii) cost of transport and insurance until EU frontier

6. Fallback method

Determined on the basis of data available in the EU, using reasonable means consistent with the principles of Article VII 
of the GATT and UCC
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Customs valuation’s interaction with transfer pricing
— Basic problems of contradictory interests and efficiency
— Customs authorities aim to verify whether a price has been influenced in a related-party transaction
— A transfer pricing study can be helpful to support that the transactions are at ‘arm’s length’

Pull in opposite directions

Customs authority objective
Ensuring all appropriate
elements (i.e. adjustments) are 
included in the customs value

Direct Tax authority objective
Ensuring the transfer 
price does not include 
inappropriate elements.

Company/trader objective
Lower customs value desirable

Company/trader objective
Higher transfer price desirable 
= reduced taxable profit
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Customs valuation – the Hamamatsu case 
Transfer price vs. customs value – opposite tensions

Customs 
value

Transfer 
price

Hamamatsu Japan

Intra-group price

TP adjustment

Residual profit 
split method

Intecompany TP

Hamamatsu GermanyMethod 1 –
transaction value

Background to case
— Hamamatsu declared the transaction value for its related party transactions
— Its related party transactions were subject to retroactive adjustments, that resulted in a compensating (refund) position
— German Customs rejected Hamamatsu’s refund application
Court of Justice of the European Union judgment outcome
— CJEU rejected the appeal
— Judgment questioned the suitability of the transaction value for intercompany transfer prices subject to the ‘residual profit split’ method
Key points 
— Jointly consider how retroactive transfer pricing adjustments are treated for customs valuation and transfer pricing purposes 
— If appropriate, undertake a customs valuation methodology review



Customs special procedures
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Customs special procedures – are they a benefit to the business?
With 96 days to go until Brexit and a hard-Brexit becoming a real possibility, EU trade for UK businesses may look bleak but there are a number of customs duty programmes which could 
help mitigate the impacts
With the focus now firmly on customs reliefs such as inward processing, customs warehousing and Authorised Economic Operator (AEO) being deemed the answer to Brexit, could they 
provide a benefit to your business and what are the timelines to obtain and how do you maintain them moving forwards?

Goods that will not enter the EU permanently

— Customs Warehousing (CW) - allows traders to store goods imported from outside the EU with customs duty or import VAT suspended. Once goods leave the CW duty must be paid, unless 
they are re-exported or moved to another customs procedure. Being able to suspend the payment of customs duty and import VAT, with no time restrictions, can be very beneficial to companies, 
not least for cash flow reasons

— Inward Processing (IP) – allows traders to obtain relief from customs duty and import VAT on goods imported from outside the EU to be processed, and then exported outside the EU or 
released onto the EU market. Customs duty and import VAT would have to be paid if released into free circulation in the EU

— Temporary Admission (TA) – allows traders to obtain relief from customs duty and import VAT on a range of goods temporarily imported for use in the EU, provided the goods are re-exported 
outside the EU in the same state

Goods that will not leave the EU permanently

— Outward Processing (OP) – allows traders to temporarily export free circulation goods from the EU for processing/repair to non-EU countries. When the goods are re-imported into the EU 
customs duties and import VAT only have to be paid on the value added abroad instead of the whole value. This procedure enables traders to take advantage of cheaper labour costs or 
processes that are not available within the EU, while encouraging the use of EU produced raw materials to manufacture the finished products

— Returned Goods Relief (RGR) – allows traders to obtain relief from customs duty and import VAT on re-imported goods, which were originally in free circulation in the EU, returning in the same 
state as at original export

Goods for specific industries

— End Use – allows traders to obtain relief from customs duty (NOT import VAT) on certain goods imported into the EU that are to be processed or put to a specific use. End Use goods include: 
shipwork goods, aircraft parts, fish, cheese

The use of most procedures requires prior authorisation from HMRC
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Authorised Economic Operator (AEO) accreditation

Financial 
benefits

— Obtain 70% reduction of 
deferment account guarantee

— Obtain a guarantee waiver up 
to 100% for potential debts

— Reduce monthly payment 
to guarantor (bank) for 
those guarantees

Customs 
authorisations

Mandatory to obtain and 
commercially operate:
— CFSP
— Customs warehousing
— End use (oil and gas)
— SIVA

— AEO(C) criteria beneficial for 
inward and outward processing 
and customs guarantees

Staying ahead 
of competition

— AEO holders are publicly 
recognised as ‘Trusted 
Business’)

— Positive impact on relationship 
with Government authorities and 
business partners

— Helps maintain a lower risk score in 
dealings with Government authorities

Efficient 
supply chain

— Faster movement of goods and quicker 
clearance times at the border 
(especially post Brexit)

— Access to simplified procedures 
(CFSP) which will speed up 
customs formalities

— Mutual recognition of AEO 
status with third countries 
e.g. USA, Switzerland

O
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Could my supply chain benefit from 
customs reliefs? If you manufacturer 
or distribute from the UK a customs 
relief could reduce your duty position

I require a customs warehouse 
authorisation with simplifications –
AEO(C) is mandatory

My existing customs warehouse 
authorisation was issued prior to 
1 May 2016 – AEO will be required to 
re-authorise

I require a bank guarantee to operate 
a customs relief but it exceeds my 
limits – AEO(C) will provide you with 
a reduction or waiver

Brexit delays could impact my lead 
times and stock levels – AEO will 
provide access to quicker 
clearance times



Brexit – What should 
businesses do next?
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Questions you should now be asking yourself
— Do I hold an EORI number to allow me to physically import and/or export? 
— Are my freight agents Brexit ready? 
— What customs duty impact will my business face if we enter a ‘no-deal’ Brexit outcome? 
— Do my goods qualify for any FTAs or preferential tariff arrangements? 
— What customer contracts do I have with fixed-year pricing on imported goods, and what 

impact will the new duty rates have on my current profit margins? 
— How progressed are my suppliers (and their suppliers) in their Brexit plans? 
— Is my transfer price supportable as the basis of my imported goods’ customs value? 
— Have I considered the impact (if any) that transfer pricing adjustments have on my reported 

customs values? 
— Have I considered the impact (if any) that transfer pricing adjustments have on my customs 

duty and import VAT liabilities? 
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Re-cap – Lots to think about!

Preferential origin Brexit Customs valuation 
review

Inward
processing

Classification review 
of products

Customs special 
procedures

Customs
warehousing

Customs duty health 
check (MSS data review)

Supply chain 
optimisation

Customs compliance and 
technology solutions



Q&A
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Contacts 

Kate Clargo

KPMG in the UK

T: +44 (0)77750 13195

E: kate.clargo@kpmg.co.uk

Frances Sanders

KPMG in the UK

T: +44 (0)77802 29147

E: frances.sanders@kpmg.co.uk

Rebecca Okuda

KPMG in the UK

T: +44 (0)77954 50554

E: rebecca.okuda@kpmg.co.uk

mailto:rebecca.okuda@kpmg.co.uk
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